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Abstract. The Hex-Cell network is an interconnection network that is recursively defined and has excellent
properties for scalable distributed systems. Amongst the attractive features of the hex-cell network is the embedding
capability of topological structures such as binary tree and bus. In this paper, we present algorithms for embedding a
binary tree and bus topologies into hex-cell interconnection network with dilation and congestion of one for tree and
bus.
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"data-dependency graph" underlying an algorithm
within the processor interconnection graph.
This paper proposes an algorithm for
embedding a binary tree and another for a bus into
hex-cell interconnection network. The main result is
that the N-node hex-cell can emulate every N-node
tree with a constant factor. In particular, the paper
shows how to embed any tree node within an N-node
hex-cell so that:
1- The mapping of tree nodes to hex-cell nodes is
one-to-one (i.e., the max load of the embedding is
one).
2-The dilation of the embedding is 1.
3- The congestion of the embedding is one.
The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 presents the definition of hex-cell
network. Section 3 proposes the embedding
algorithms for binary tree and bus into hex-cell
network. Section 4 exhibits concluding remarks.

1. Introduction
The distributed computing system’s
performance is greatly affected by the underlying
Interconnection NETwork (I-NET) topology.
Therefore, the choice of the I-NET topology is a
critical issue that must be taken into consideration
when designing distributed systems and developing
distributed applications. Recently, many I-NETs and
their properties have been studied in the literature [1,
6, 7, 10, 11]. One of the central issues in evaluating a
network is to study the graph embedding problem [2,
3, 9, 10, 11], an. Graph embedding is a technique in
I-NETs that maps a guest graph into another host
graph (usually an I-NET).
Four criteria can be used to evaluate
embedding results. The first criterion is dilation
which can be defined as the maximum distance
between any two nodes on the newly derived
structure, measures the system communication time.
The second is congestion. It is the key factor
affecting the system delay and packet loss during data
transmission. Expansion is the third criterion which
reflects the efficiency of node utilization for an
embedding scheme. The capability of fault tolerance
denotes the reliability and robustness of the derived
structure [4, 5, 7, 8].
The hex-cell network is emerging as one of
the good candidate network architectures for parallel
machines. This is due to the facts that the hex-cell has
a simple recursive structure and that there are simple
routing algorithms [1, 2]. Another important
consideration in the choice of network architecture is
its ability to accommodate different algorithms
efficiently. The problem of efficiently implementing
various algorithms on parallel architectures has
traditionally been studied as the "logical mapping
problem" [12, 13] so that the problem of
implementation becomes one of embedding the

2. Definition of Hex-Cell Network
A hex-cell network with depth d is denoted
by HC (d) and can be constructed by using units of
hexagon cells, each of six nodes [1]. A hex-cell
network with depth d has d levels numbered from 1
to d, where level 1 represents the innermost level
corresponding to one hexagon cell. Level 2
corresponds to the six hexagon cells surrounding the
hexagon at level 1. Level 3 corresponds to the 12
hexagon cells surrounding the six hexagons at level 2
as shown in Fig. 1 below. The levels of the HC (d)
network are labeled from 1 to d. Each level i has Ni
nodes, representing processing elements and
interconnected in a ring structure.
In order to explain the following proposed
algorithms, the level numbering scheme is used as
follows. Each node in the HC is identified by a pair
(X.Y), where X denotes the line number in which the
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hex-cell topology with two levels; i.e. HC (2) as
shown in Fig. 2 is considered as a host graph for the
proposed embedding algorithms.

node exists, and Y denotes the location of the node in
the line as in figure 2. A node with the address 1.1 is
the first node that exists at the line 1. The address 1.2
refers to the second node that exists at the line 1, and
so on.

3.1. Embedding Binary Tree into Hex-Cell
Network
The tree topology is an important class of
communication graphs since it is a common data
structure. A binary tree is a tree in which the degree
of every vertex is less than or equal to 3. Mapping
tree structure into different networks has been widely
studied [8, 10, 12]. The proposed embedding binary
tree into hex-cell network is shown in Fig. 3. The
algorithm shows that the binary tree can be embedded
into hex-cell network with a dilation and congestion
of 1.

Figure 1: (a) HC (one level) (b) HC (two levels) (c)
HC (three levels)
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3.2 Discussions via examples
The following examples explain the
embedding of tree into hex-cell network. Applying
the algorithm in Fig. 3, let (3.1) be the root node.
When executing the algorithm, step 2 will be applied,
and this leads to nodes (3.2) and (2.1). The algorithm
will repeat itself until the queue is empty. The final
result of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5
displays the outcome of executing the algorithm
starting with node 3.3.
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Figure 3: Embedding binary tree into hex-cell
network
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Figure 2: Addressing nodes in HC (2)

3. Proposed Embedding algorithms
The hex-cell embedding problem, a
restricted version of the general mapping problem, is
the problem of mapping a communication graph into
hex-cell network. A hex-cell is an undirected graph H
= (VH, EH) consisting of n = 6d2 vertices labeled by a
pair (X.Y) as shown in fig. 2. An embedding ƒ of a
graph G = (V, E) into a hex-cell network H = (VH,EH)
is a one-to-one function ƒ : V → VH. For embedding
ƒ, the dilation cost of an edge {V, W} Є E is
d(f(V),f(W)). For the hex-cell embedding problem, a
368
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Figure 4: The result of embedding binary tree into
HC (2)

Figure 6: Embedding binary tree into hex-cell
network
The following example explains the
embedding of bus into hex-cell network. Let (2.1) be
the address of the start node. By executing steps 2
and 3, we reach the node (2.2). Then, moving one
inner level leads to the node (2.3). Step3 is repeated
until node (2.4) has been reached as shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 5: The result of embedding binary tree into
HC (2)
3.3 Embedding Bus into Hex-Cell Network
The proposed algorithm for embedding bus
topology into Hex-Cell network is shown in Fig. 6.
The algorithm maps a bus topology at the outer level
of Hex-Cell. Then, it maps the inner level until d=1
has been reached. The following example explains
the embedding of a bus topology into hex-cell
network. Applying the algorithm in Fig. 7, let (2.1)
be the start node. When executing the algorithm, step
2 will be applied by moving court-clockwise until the
last node in the specified level has been reached as
shown in figure 8. The algorithm shows that the bus
topology can be embedded into hex-cell network with
a dilation and congestion of 1.

Figure 7: Embedding a bus topology into HC (2).
4. Conclusion
The algorithm shows that the binary tree can
be embedded into hex-cell network with a dilation
and congestion of 1.This paper proposed two
algorithms for dynamic embeddings of binary tree,
and bus topologies into hex-cell network with
optimal dilation and congestion. The computations
needed to embed these topologies are simple and the
embedding can be computed in linear time. The
proposed embedding schemes have the advantage of
simple and straightforward implementations. The
dilation and congestion is one for both proposed
algorithms which positively reflects on the
communication and delay costs.
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